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Full image of machine
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一 、 SJIII-S Series Intelligent material packaging

machine semiliquid Introduction

 Machine Overview

SJIII-S series of intelligent semi-fluid material packaging

machine is mainly used for non-residue liquid, sticky side of

the body sealing material flat bag or pillow bag filling and

packaging, such as shampoo and other materials.

 Composition and classification of machine

◇ Machine basic configuration

The whole machine by: piston volume metering device, the

film transport device, film forming device, vertical heat

sealing device, cross-cutting heat sealing equipment,

electronic control part of the rack unit and other components.

All parts in contact with the material are 0Cr18Ni9Ti (304)

stainless steel.

◇ Packing process

Release film pull bags→ Heat sealing→ filling→ Bag

cutting unit→Packaging products
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二、the technical parameters

Model SJⅢ-S100 SJⅢ-S300 SJⅢ-S500

Production capacity30-60bags/min 25-50 bags/min 20-40 bags/min

Pack size（ML） 5-100 50-300 100-500

power 1.4KW/220V/50HZ 1.4KW/220V/50HZ 1.4 KW/220V/50HZ

Air consumption 0.8Mpa/150L/Min 0.8Mpa200L/Min 0.8Mpa350L/Min

Bag size（length） 150mm 300mm 300mm

Bag size （width） 120mm 120mm 190mm

Dimensions（m3）0.8×1.0×1.8 0.8×1.5×2.0 1.0×1.8×2.2

weight（Kg） 300 480 500
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三 、 The machine structure and debug the main

features

 Membrane devices

Figure 1, the packaging film mounted on the film reel and

film clip fixed ring (printed side toward the inside or compound),

according to Figure 2 track the Bank of China put on film

packaging film.

Figure 1

Roll paper tube
Capsular ring

Packaging film roll

Film putting motor
25W /1：10 SJⅢS100
40W /1：10 SJⅢS300
40W /1：10 SJⅢS500
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【Notes】

*** Packaging rolls no larger than 300mm diameter

*** Packaging film roll edge should be straight, there should

be no curling phenomenon

*** If the machine stops running long period of time, place

film roll off from the film reel, a place on the fixed

Figure 2

Packing film
roll

Packing film

Film release lever

Coder Photoelectric switch
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● Film forming device

〈The role of the main components〉

* Former film: the film from the center of the fold forming

device. Another film width changes, the need to replace the

thin film forming device.

！！！Safety reminder

Adjustments during the alignment film, pay attention not to

be pulled bags of hand-wheel clamping or sealing block

burns.

〈Adjust the film forming device〉

By releasing the fastening bolts to the plane of the shaper

and the space adjustments to ensure the smooth process of

tension membrane, forming smooth and good side bags.

Fastening
bolts

Film Former
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a )Wrong side: wrong side of the situation, the Former

horizontally out to the wrong side of the movement.

b）Wrinkle: Check wrinkle situation, the Former wrinkle

or lift the side up the other side of the can under pressure.

【Notes】

Former adjustment on, adjust the range of motion should

not be too large, carefully slow tune.
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 Longitudinal sealing device

〈The role of the main components〉

* Drive to provide sealing around the cylinder power

* Heater offers two heat sealing

* Buffer spring is to reduce vibration and noise reduction

* Closed sets of left and right adjustment is to adjust the

degree of block surface bonding to ensure the sealing quality

* Temperature probe is to monitor the temperature around the

block letters

Left drive cylinder
CXSM32×20

Heaterφ12×150mm 200W

Buffer
spring

Right drive cylinder
CXSM32×20

Adjustable
throttle SSC8-01

Adjustment screw
sets

Left block
letters

Right block
letters

Housing
Adjustable
throttle SSC8-01
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* Adjustable air inlet throttle valve to regulate (a) size, to

adjust the timely closure around the block closure position

and the center line of the same film forming device. If the two

forming the center line of bags will appear inconsistent with

the wrong side of the phenomenon.

！！！Safety reminder

Note that the adjustment not to be left hand grip the closure

block or burns.

【Notes】

Seal around the block to seal the surface seal regular

cleaning to ensure quality. Will be sealed in the clean-up to

120 ° C heating block or so, copper wire brush with a wet

towel or light cloth. Must not rinse with water or alkali

solution.
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●Pull bag device

〈The role of the main components〉

* The role of the oil cup with the daily refueling

* When pulling up in the separation of penetrating the handle

so that the two separate rounds of pull-bags, the film edge by

Shaper pulled the two bags into wheel alignment between

Oil Cup

Separation of the handle

Stepper motor 86

Cross connection
block

Pull the bags round

Adjustment handle
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the release of two separate pull the handle to grip the wheel

bags bags

* Stepper motor is the driving force pulling bags of movement

components.

* Cross-connection block is the driving force of the

transmission parts, and can eliminate the stepper motor shaft

and pull bags of the heart between the different impact of

errors on the drive.

* Pull pull bags bags round action is the implementation of

components.

* Pull the handle bags of adjustment is to adjust the pressure

between the size of the wheel

！！！Safety reminder

The attention in the transmembrane not pulled bags of

hand wheel clamp

【Notes】

* Pull bag device in the assembly, the wheel should be

checked bags are run smoothly pull

* Pull the two bags round "board pattern" between the peaks

and troughs must be completely bite

* Pull between the two bags round can not be too much

pressure to be sliding down bags without appropriate
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 Transverse sealing device

〈The role of the main components〉

* Drive to provide sealing around the cylinder power

* Buffer spring is to reduce vibration and noise reduction

* Cut cylinder is to provide cutting power

* Temperature probe is to monitor the temperature around the

block letters

* Adjustable air inlet throttle valve to regulate (a) size, to

Left (rear) block letters Sub-cutter
Right (front) block letters

Adjustable throttle Adjustable

Heater Heater

Left (rear) drive
cylinder TDSA40×40-B

Buffer spring Cutting cylinder
SDA32-15

Right (front) drive
cylinder TDSA40×40-B
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adjust the timely closure around the block closure position

and the center line of the same film forming device. If the two

forming the center line of bags will appear inconsistent with

the wrong side of deviation phenomenon.

！！！Safety reminder

Note that the adjustments do not be so closed hand grip so as

not to block or sub-cutter cuts burns.

【Notes】

Seal around the block to seal the surface seal regular

cleaning to ensure quality. Will be sealed in the clean-up to

120 ° C heating block or so, copper wire brush with a wet towel

or light cloth. Must not rinse with water or alkali solution.
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 Filling function of the system and adjust

Standby Filling state

Barrel

O-ring 38.7×3.55

O-ring 18×2.65

Filling valve Body recovered Recovery cylinder 40×60

Open
cylinder
25×55

Cylinder
filling 50
×80-80

Metering
adjustment
handle

Locknut

O-ring 32.5×3.55 O-ring 50×3.55
O-ring 38.4×3.55

Three spool Filling nozzle
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Filling system is composed of drums, filling the piston

cylinder, open the cylinder, filling the cylinder, recovery and

other components. Course of their work: to promote the three

links open the cylinder valve connected to the piston cylinder

barrel and filling, filling the cylinder by pushing the barrel after

the inhalation of material filling the piston cylinder; filling, the

open cylinder valve to promote the three links connected to the

piston cylinder filling and filling the mouth, filling the cylinder

forward and backward through the piston cylinder in the filling

material submitted. Recovery of materials used only for filling

and easy drawing.

◆ Filling volume adjustment: The adjustment handle to

achieve measurement. Is: Loosen the lock nut, clockwise

rotation of the filling volume decreased; counterclockwise

rotation of the filling volume increased.

◆ Filling time of the adjustment: "filling time" refers to

filling the cylinder is pushed into place to ensure that the time

needed. It is through the micro-controller to adjust the specific

adjustment method see below the weight of the adjustment.

Larger the filling, the filling corresponding to the time required

to be longer; contrary to the short time
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 Pneumatic control system (the actual function of a

machine subject)

It is separated from the steam pressure regulating valve

Regulator (five with)）
AR2000

Solenoid valve
(with five)
4V210-08-DC24

Open cylinder
25×55

Cylinder filling
50×80-80

Vertical cylinder
sealing drive
CXSM32×20

Horizontal drive
cylinder seal
TDSA40×40-B

Cutter drive
cylinder
SDA32-15

Play yard drive
cylinder SDA32-15
（choose）

FRL
BCF4000
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(referred to as the second joint pieces), five valve, five-valve,

composed of seven cylinders. Second, the pieces by the total

system pressure will be set at a 0.5-0.6Mpa, and then through

the respective pressure regulator (AR2000), respectively,

vertical sealing system pressure set at a 0.3-0.4Mpa, horizontal

sealing system pressure set at a 0.4-0.5Mpa , the cutter system

pressure set at a 0.3-0.4Mpa, a code system pressure set at a

0.2-0.25Mpa, open the cylinder system pressure set at a

0.3-0.4Mpa, filling the cylinder system pressure set at a

0.4-0.5Mpa。

【Notes】

Dry and clean compressed air must ensure and maintain

adequate oil (white oil).
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 Cabinet operating instructions (the actual layout of the

date)

(一 ). Electrical description of each device on the control

panel
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Microcomputer controller: to set
the parameters, enter the
command.

Temperature controller: instructions
for adjusting the control and heating
element temperature settings and
real-time temperature display. Setting
method: Press the SET button on the
temperature controller set to enter the
0.5s, the PL window indicates that the
S word, SV window a bit flash, button
"▲" or "▼ " key, the SV display the
desired window settings, press the
SET button to exit set to 0.5s.

Emergency Stop Switch: used to
turn the machine off and use in an
emergency stop
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( 二 ). Microcomputer controller instructions (subject to the

actual function machine)

1, start / stop button 2, 3, length measurement, filling key 4 to move the action to
confirm key (function selection key) 5, + key (adjusted plus ↑) 6, - key (adjusted by ↓)
7, exit button (to return on a) 8, the key function of the particle plane 9 free,
multi-function LCD display

1.Quick Start operation process
1.1 Turn the main power packaging machine, the screen displays the main

window

1.2 In accordance with the length of packaged goods packaging and speed

Automatic packing
Quantity: 0 t-sw:on
Length : 150 puff:off
Photo eletricity :ON F-VI:on
Speed : OFF B-VI:off

welcome
Welcome
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of adjustment
1.2.1 Press the Enter key once, the screen displays the main menu

1.2.2 press the Enter key to enter the bag parameter setting screen:

1.2.3 Press the ENTER button to enter the length of the set of thousands settings
screen: (in millimeters mm).

1.2.4 Press the + button or — button to adjust to the length you want to package
thousands of digits. Such as: 1200mm, then the tune into a thousand bits, such as
packing length is less than 1000mm, this bit is set to 0

1.2.5 Press the Enter key, enter the length of the set of one hundred settings, the
method set with the thousands. Set the same way ten and a bit. The figure shows
the length of 150mm, 185mm in length should be such as packaging setting bit
0185. Length of the setup is complete, press the Escape key to return to the bag
parameter setting screen display:

1.2.6 press the — key to move the cursor to the speed of adjustment, the screen
displays:

Cursor select

Cursor to select
one thousand

Stepped Motor 1
Stepped Motor 2
Counting
Auxiliary Switch
Gray Conditioning
Systematic Specification

Length：0 1 5 0
Speed ： 5
Photo Electricity : OFF
Cutting ： OFF
System ：1 0 0

Length：0 1 5 0
Speed ： 5
Photo Electricity : OFF
Cutting ： OFF
System ：1 0 0

Selected

Length：0 1 5 0
Speed ： 5
Photo Electricity : OFF
Cutting ： OFF
System ：1 0 0
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Press Enter key to enter the speed adjustment, the screen displays:

Press the + button or — button to adjust the speed, range from 0 - F 16 files. But the
packaging of different length can transferred to the highest gear is different, the speed is
too high if you bring the system automatically at the right gear. Press the Escape key to
return to the bag parameter setting interface.
1.2.7 press the — key to move the cursor to the optical setup, press OK to enter optical
switch, the screen displays:

With the + button or — button to change the state of optical switch "on" or "off". (Note:
there is no cursor when using the packaging film can not turn on the switch), press the
Escape key to return to the bag parameter setting interface.

1. 2.8 Cut set
1.2.8.1Press the ENTER button to enter the main menu, press OK button to

enter the bag and then use the — key parameter is set to move the cursor to
cut in line 4 set, press the Enter key to enter:

1.2.8.2 Entered on the map screen and press OK button to enter the number
of cut set, with the + button / — button to set the number of your cut, press the
Escape key to return.

1.2.8.3 Move the cursor to the cut control press the Enter key, then the +

Length：0 1 5 0
Speed ： 5
Photo Electricity : OFF
Cutting ： OFF
System ：1 0 0

Selected

Length：0 1 5 0
Speed ： 5
Photo Electricity : OFF
Cutting ： OFF
System ：1 0 0

Selected

Length：0 1 5 0
Speed ： 5
Photo Electricity : OFF
Cutting ： OFF
System ：1 0 0

Quantity：0 3
Control： OFF
Delay： 5
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key / — button to change the "on" "off."

1.2.8.4 Cutting cutter pop-up used to adjust the delay time.

1.2.8.5Press the — key to move the cursor to the initial setting

Before the vibration angle, pneumatic angle, filling angle, triangle angle, cutting
angle, the five angles are used to control the operation of these five functions. Starting
point (ie when to start the action), the five angles are close to pulling membrane
switch (S1) as a starting point (is 0 degrees), the spindle one revolution of 360
degrees to adjust the basis of this function is used to replace the traditional close
switch.

1.3The four adjustment is completed, press the Escape key, just set the system
to save all the data. Press EXIT again to return to the "main window."

Note: The above adjustment of the interface in 30 seconds without any key
operation, the system will automatically return to the "main window", the set of
data will give up the processing.

1.4, press the start button, the system starts running, screen speed column shows the
"start", after packing two bags, "start" will change to display the current speed of the
packaging, you can obtain information about this station every minute packing machine
production.
1.5, when the switch to a different length of the subject color printed packaging films, the
cutter may not cut at this time in color, you can press the "+" key to enter the "color
orientation" interface, and then press the "+" key or " - "key to adjust the cutter
position, so that cutter just cut marked in color. (See below "2.1 color orientation")
1.6, weight adjustment

1.6.1 role: to adjust the value of packaged goods target weight, the weight of the
powder packing goods more accurately.
1.6.2 access to this feature: Press the ENTER button "Main Menu", "cutting
Settings" enter the following interface:

Coefficient setting：100
Before the vibration angle：200°
pneumatic angle：170°
filling angle：170°
triangle angle：130°
cutting angle：170°

filling Set
Weight Set：0 0 6 0
Speed adjustment：3
Cutting：ON
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The basic menu operation and the above "bag parameter" action method.
The following is a brief description of each function:

◆ "Weight set" is your goal weight to the size of packaged goods. The higher the
number the greater the amount of filling, otherwise a small amount of filling.
(Note: figures refer to the size of pulses, not referring to the size of the actual
quality of the material)

◆ "Speed regulation" no role in this system
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2、Senior operations and other functions

2.0 length measurement
The system has automatic length measurement function, when you use the standard
color printing packing bags and opened the optical switch, according to the length
measurement key, the system will automatically measure the length of time
packing and packaging with the proper speed, eliminating the complexity of your
measurement, set, debugging time. System will be able to exact length and speed
packaging.
2.1 color positioning

2.1.1: the cutter just cut the packaging on color film, optical alternative to
manually move the eye.
2.1.2 access to this feature: Press the + key can enter the "color orientation" interface:

2.1.3 When the switch to a different length of packaging film, the cutter may not cut
at this time in color, you can press the "+" or "-" key to adjust the cutter position,
so that cutter just cut marked in color.

2.1.4 middle of the screen shows the number of color adjustments that shift length in
millimeters (mm). Each time you press the "+" or "-" key will increase or
decrease of 1 mm.

2.1.5 Skills: ① Take a good cut down packaging bags, packaging bags down along
the direction of observation of color from top to bottom cutting edge of distance,
such as the color from the more recent cutting edge (Figure A) should be
according to "+" button to increase color value orientation, such as the color
from the cut edge under the more recent (Figure B) should press the "-" key to
decrease the color orientation value.

Figure A Figure B
② In the color range from the relatively large cutting blade, in order to
reduce the waste of packaging films, you may want to stop, and then
adjust the color orientation, which is based on the above methods to
confirm positioning of color value should increase or decrease the
number of millimeters, according to "+" key or "-" key value and then
transferred to a rough start to fine-tune range.

color orientation

0 3 0
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③ In the color values ??to be positioned relatively large adjustment, press
and hold the "+" or "-" button does not release more than 1 second, the
value will automatically change rapidly.

2.1.6 Press the Escape key to return to the "main window" to complete the operation.

Important safety tips: Take the bag must pay attention to safety, can not
put his hand to pick up horizontal sealing heaters bags, such bags should
fall into the basket after loading pick! ! !

2.2 Count cleared
2.2.1 access to this functionality.

Press the ENTER button to enter the main menu, and then — to select the third line
count cleared, then press ENTER button to enter:

2.2.2 Enter the map screen and press the Enter key counter is cleared to 0 and
display the "OK".

2.3.3 Cumulative count: After entering the map screen press the — key to move
the cursor to the cumulative count on:

Press ENTER to total count to "open", press the Enter key again to the
cumulative count to "off."

2.3.4 Press the Escape key returns the system to the main window / the main menu.
2.3.5 The role of cumulative counts: When you want to remember this packaging
quantities, cut off the power before the cumulative count is set to "open" to
memory. Next time you turn the last number of bar shows amount of packaging,
such as the cumulative count has been set to "On" to the cumulative number of
times package.

2.3 Auxiliary switch
2.3.1 the way into the function

① directly by the — key on the panel
② Press the ENTER button to enter the main menu, then use the — button

to select line 4 auxiliary switch, then press ENTER button to enter:

Count clear
cumulative count：OFF

Count clear
cumulative count：OFF

Pneumatic switch：OFF
Before vibration： OFF
After the vibration：OFF
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2.3.2 enter the map screen and press the — key / + key to move the cursor to
where you want to change the switch on press the Enter key to change the
corresponding switch "on" and "off."

2.3.3 When the cursor to the "pre-vibration," "post-vibration" when, press the Enter
key to enter the interface as shown below, can be turned on or off before and
after the vibration, the vibration can adjust the size of the force.

2.3.4 Press the Escape key returns the system to the main window / the main
menu.

2.4 motor to move the bag
In stop mode press and hold button for 2 seconds to exit the bag to move the motor running,
hold the Escape key and hold to move the motor will run continuously.

2.5 Shutdown Delay
Role: to make the machine stop state when the sealing blade is separate, so as
not to scorch packaging films.
The method Into the function: press the Enter key to enter the main menu,
system settings, stop delay, use the + key / — button to adjust the value.

2.6 Length of the measurement selection
The method Into the function: press the Enter key to enter the main
menusystem settingslength measurement.
The vast majority of cases, this function should be set to "Auto" state, only a lot of
blemishes in the face of the individual packaging film when it is set to "Manual."

3、Common error messages and approaches
3.1 Optical errors

① When the status bar displays "Optical error!" Accompanied by "drip - drip -"
When the alarm sound, adjust the sensitivity photoelectric eye,
photoelectric eye sensitivity adjustment is too high, too low will cause the
failure.

② packaging and the actual length of the set value does not match the length
of bags can also cause the failure, but the system design of the "Auto length
measuring function", when you use bags printed with the cursor,
recommended to the main menu "System Settings "following" automatic
measurement "is set to" Auto "setting to avoid packing the length of the error.

3.2 stroke error
when the status bar displays "Error trip!" Accompanied by "drip - drip -" sound
the alarm, check the trip switch.

Before vibration： OFF
Vibration force adjustment：0
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3.3 Symptom: stepper motor has been slowly turning. Reasons:1.check the stepper motor 6 lines
are not off.

2.check the panel on "Exit"button
has not been suppressed.

3.4 Symptom: Unable to automatically measure the length. Remedy: Press the ENTER button to
enter the main menusystem settingsmeasure its length is set to "Automatic."
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Appendix: Z3N-TB22 photoelectric eye manual
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● Steps

1 fixed optical switch, so that offsets (10mm ± 2mm) to meet the

requirements. According to the packaging film you are using needs

to determine the light switch.

2 Move the packaging film, so that points of light falls on the

background color outside the area, turn the sensitivity knob in the

end, then slowly rotate clockwise until LED just lights, remember

the location of this time sensitivity adjustment knob shown in Figure

1 A point. (If the spin to the "high" position light is still lit, the

"high" position is point A).

3 and then moving packaging film, so that spot color falls within

the region, the sensitivity knob slowly counterclockwise rotation rate

to light just off, remember this time sensitivity adjustment knob

position of point B in Figure 2.

4. Right after the completion of the above two steps, then the

sensitivity adjustment knob set at A, B two points in the middle

position to point C (Figure 3). A, B the greater the distance between

two points, indicating the color difference is relatively large, more

stable detection. But A, B at least two points of a grid distance, or

test will be unstable.

【Note】

1. Range must meet 10mm ± 2mm.
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2 each for the different packaging films should be adjusted

once again the sensitivity.

3. To prevent direct glare into the optical lens.

4. Usually to protect the lens clean.
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SJ Ⅲ-K Series PACKING LIST

PAGE 1

PAGE 1

Box No.：

Box Size：

GROSS WRIGHT：

NETWEIGHT：

NO. NAME Specification Quantity

1
Automatic powder
packing mobility SJⅢ-S 1SET

2
Manual (including certificate)

1 本

3 Allen wrench 5，6，8，10 1PIECE

4 Mouth wrench stay S8-10，S10-12，S14-17，S19-22 1PIECE

5 Phillips screwdriver 6INCH 1PIECE

6 Flathead screwdriver 6INCH 1PIECE

7 Manual nozzle 1PIECE

8 Heater φ12×160/180W/220V 2PIECES

9 Printing tablets 1BOX
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Book consultation
Dear users:

In order to make our products can use to better meet your

needs, please use your product in the various problems existing

in the process (manufacturing quality problems,

non-manufacturing quality issues), including your hopes and

suggestions fill in the following attached pages, and send me a

copy of the company, we will be seriously dealt with and replied

to you in good faith to help express my heartfelt thanks!

Sincerely,

Salute!

User Submissions
1. Model:

2. Specific purpose and use:

3. Found the problem

4. Other opinions, hopes and suggestions


